
Tork PeakServe Continuous Hand Towel System

1. Compared to competitor’s longest roll towel in North America   2. Compared to Tork Universal Folded Towels   3. Compared to Tork Universal refills and folded towel dispenser 552020

The Tork PeakServe family is growing
With three dispenser formats and two refills, Tork PeakServe gives you added 
flexibility to serve your entire facility with the same system.

The highest capacity 
on the market1 thanks 
to towels that are  
compressed by

The Tork PeakServe® Continuous™ 
Hand Towel System allows you to serve 
600 more guests between refills3 and: 

Free up staff time 
for actual cleaning 

Speed up restroom flow

Save on storage space 
and reduce transportation 

environmental impact

Promote hygiene

2

50%



Tork PeakServe Continuous Hand Towel System

New

Key features of Tork PeakServe:

- High capacity – up to 2,100 towels6

- Top up in use – refill at your 
convenience

- Fast and easy to refill – twice as fast

- Fast dispensing – serves in  
3 seconds

- Continuous towels –  
connect between bundles

- Compressed towels –  
get twice as many in less space

Want to put Tork PeakServe to the test in your facility? Contact us!

Improve your sustainability performance

Serve restrooms with different traffic flows,  
layouts and sizes with the same system
Tork PeakServe is available as standard and mini dispensers and as adapters for recessed hand towel 
cabinets, enabling you to meet the needs of your entire facility with the same system. And with the 
introduction of a new premium refill, you can now choose between two types of qualities to cater to 
different restroom experience requirements in different areas of your facility.

4. Compared with using Tork Advanced 1 ply Folded Hand Towels in recessed cabinets   
5. Compared to Advanced Tork PeakServe refill   6. When used with Tork Advanced PeakServe Continuous Hand Towel

- Improve without extensive  
 renovation
- Easy and quick to install in  
 less than 5 minutes
- Boost capacity of recessed  
 cabinets by up to 40%4  
- Compatible with many types  
 of recessed cabinets 

Tork PeakServe  
Recessed 
SKU 552522 / 552521 

- The slimmest and  
 smallest high-capacity  
 dispenser on the market  

- Fits everywhere 

Tork PeakServe Mini 
SKU 552530 / 552538 

More from less
50% compressed towels 
enable you to store more 
towels on the cart, save 
storage space, increase the 
number of towels per truck 
to reduce transportation 
environmental impact. 
Eliminate waste from stub 
rolls and over consumption 
with one-at-a-time 
dispensing.

Well-being
Making hygiene accessible to  
all users. Taking a towel is always 
smooth and easy with our 
continuous hand towel system. 
These hand towels are certified 
for short-term food contact. Our 
Tork PeakServe dispensers and 
adapters are ADA compliant 
and the dispensers are also 
certified Easy-to-use for cleaners 
and users by the Swedish 
Rheumatism Association.

Circularity
Tork PeakServe hand 
towels are verified 
compostable and Forest 
Stewardship Council® 
(FSC®) certified — the 
only Forest Certification 
recognized by LEED. 
This guarantees that 
the product is made of 
fibers from responsibly 
managed forests and 
other controlled sources.

Tork PeakServe  
SKU 552520 / 552528

Tork PeakServe 
Advanced Refill 
SKU 105065 

- Delivers softness  
 and enhanced  
 performance5

- 20% more  
 absorbent5

- Attractive, visual  
 appearance  
 with Tork leaf

Tork PeakServe 
Premium Refill 
SKU 105066 

- Compressed  
 hand towels  
 allow you to  
 carry and store  
 twice as much

- Highest capacity dispensing  
 system on the market

- 30% longer than any  
 other product1

- Lower consumption with  
 one-at-a-time dispensing

ADA  
Compliant


